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1985 Summerside, PEI Trade Dollar 

Unusual Items 
by Tom Craig, FRCNA

Most of us will remember the 1980s and 1990s when the “trade 
dollar” craze was in full force. It seemed every village to large city 
were producing “trade dollars.” And of course, why not? It was a 
great way to raise monies for the issuer to pass the funds onto some 
local charity or event.  To this day some communities still do this on a 
yearly basis. And of course, this opened a whole new area for us 
coin collectors. Some of the designs were spectacular and others, 
not so much.

This is one of those issues. It took place in Prince Edward Island, 
PEI, and was produced by The Greater Summerside Chamber of 
Commerce. Only 6 years are listed in my information.

They are:
1986—Horse Dollar
1985—Micmac Dollar
1984—Argus Dollar
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Upcoming Events 

Feb 2, 2019 - Geoffrey Bell 
Auctions Ltd Paris Sale 

May 26, 2019 - SJCC Annual 
Collector Show 

May 2 & 3, 2019 - Geoffrey Bell 
Auctions Ltd. Toronto Coin 
Expo 2019 Spring Sale 

Newsletter Ad Rates 

Single 1/4 page ad $5/issue 
6 consecutive months $20 
Contact the editor for details
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1983 --Abegweit Dollar
1982—Anne Dollar
1979—Lobster Dollar

I have not been able to find any information on 
what coins were struck for 1981, or 1980, if 
produced
during those years.

Each issue came with a printed paper strip 
outlining the history of each issue. An example is 
the Horse. It writes about the arrival of the horse 
on the island, the racing history of the horses 
and the big race held each year. The big race 
continues to this day.  The information generated 
is too large for one publication, so I will break it 
up into three sections with one for each month.

I will start with the Micmac Dollar, 1985.

Club News
There’s lots happening in 2019 as the Saint John Coin 
Club celebrates its 60th anniversary!  We have the 
theme for a club logo and will need to get to work at 
the meeting in January to approve the actual logo.  
Then we can decide how to use it; do we want to issue 
some sort of medal or wood (or both)?  There are lots 
of possibilities.  As well, we will be planning how we 
can lend assistance to the newly formed coin and 
stamp club at the high school.  Investing in juniors is 
a great way to further our hobby.  We should have 
some sort of plan to reach out to the community to 
improve our visibility and attract new members.  I 
know many could use some help when it comes to 
understanding what’s collectable and what’s not.  We 
have lots to do, so I hope to see everyone at the 
January meeting! 

Presentation for the 
January meeting:  Pirates 
of the Caribbean Coins. 
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Local History QUIZ 

Which of these three British coins may 
have been used by war hero (and other 
things) Benedict Arnold?  You can find 
these coins in the ebay store of Fundy 
Coins. 
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Wall sign on Canterbury Street in Saint John 

The answer may be obvious, but it’s interesting to think that a coin we can add to our collection today 
may have been in the pocket of such a well-known person of history. 

The Marco Polo on our club’s 1970 APNA silver medal
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